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Abstract
Finding the closest or farthest line segment (line) from a point are fundamental proximity problems. Given a set S of n points in
the plane and another point q, we present optimal O(n logn) time, O(n) space algorithms for finding the closest and farthest line
segments (lines) from q among those spanned by the points in S. We further show how to apply our techniques to find the minimum
(maximum) area triangle with a vertex at q and the other two vertices in S \ {q} in optimal O(n logn) time and O(n) space. Finally,
we give an O(n logn) time, O(n) space algorithm to find the kth closest line from q and show how to find the k closest lines from q
in O(n logn + k) time and O(n + k) space.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider a dynamic geometric graph, a graph drawn in the plane such that its vertices are points in general position
and its edges are straight-line segments. In this graph, vertices and edges can be added and removed dynamically and,
while removal of edges does not affect the clarity of a drawing, adding edges may do so. To reduce the likelihood
of repeated redrawing of the graph, standard techniques should be enhanced with tests that allow fast and visually
accurate representations when a new vertex is added to the graph, while taking into account that new edges can
be added between already existing vertices. Such tests give rise to interesting proximity problems with geometric
constraints. For example, consider a vertex q that is to be inserted in the graph G and assume one would like to place
a label at q . For clarity in visualization, it is desirable the label does not intersect any edge that is not adjacent to q .
Since new edges can be created dynamically, a suitable test for deciding whether to place q at a particular location
might include finding the closest edge (line segment) to q among the edges (line segments) of the complete graph
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with center at q . Motivated by this and other applications, we study the following problem.
Closest (farthest) line segment from point. Given a set of n points in the plane, S = {p1,p2, . . . , pn}, and another
point q , find the closest (farthest) line segment from q among the set E of O(n2) line segments spanned by the points
in S.
Our solutions to this problem are related to efficient solutions for the simpler problem in which line segments are
replaced by lines.
Closest (farthest) line from point. Given a set S = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} of n points in the plane and another point q ,
find the closest (farthest) line from q among the set L of O(n2) lines spanned by the points in S.
A simple application of our techniques for computing the closest and farthest lines from a point leads to an efficient
solution for the following problem.
Minimum (maximum) area anchored triangle. Given a set S of n points and an anchor point q (possibly in S), find
the minimum (maximum) area triangle defined by q and two points in S \ {q}.
We also address the computation of the kth closest line from a point q , among the lines spanned by a set of n points
in the plane, and show how to report the k closest lines from q .
Without loss of generality, we assume q is the origin of the coordinate system and the points in S ∪ {q} are in
general position, that is no three of them are collinear. The general position condition can be easily removed without
affecting the proposed solutions.
1.1. Related work
The problems we study are related to the well known slope selection and distance selection problems, and to a
number of optimization problems such as computing the largest empty disk or the smallest enclosing circle of S. The
slope selection problem is to find the line in L with the kth smallest slope and has been solved deterministically in
O(n logn) time [4,6,14]. A simple, randomized O(n logn) time algorithm has been presented in [9].
The distance selection problem is to find the kth smallest distance between the points in S and can be solved in
O(n logn + n2/3k1/3 log5/3 n) expected time [5] or in O(n4/3 log2 n) deterministic time [14]. However, computing
the smallest distance (the closest pair of S) or the largest distance (the diameter of S) are textbook problems in
computational geometry and can be solved optimally in O(n logn) time and O(n) space [19]. The k closest pairs of S
can be computed in O((n + k) logn) time and O(n + k) space [8].
Computing the farthest or closest line of L from a point q is closely related to counting the number of lines in L
that are intersected by a disk D centered at q . Since a line l ∈ L that intersects D can be sandwiched between two
lines (not necessarily in L) parallel to l and tangent to D, using a standard point-line duality transform, the duals of
the lines intersecting D correspond to points inside the stabbing region D∗ of D [20] (see Fig. 1). The boundary ∂D∗
of D∗ is the set of points dual to the tangents of D, and D∗ is bounded from above by a convex x-monotone curve and
from below by a concave x-monotone curve (see [20, p. 255]; in case of disks these curves are the two branches of a
hyperbola [13]).
Thus, to count the number of lines in L that are intersected by D it is enough to count the number of intersection
points of the dual lines of S that are withinD∗. This can be done in O(n logn) time using Mount and Netanyahu’s [16]
algorithm for counting the number of line intersections inside a bounded region (two vertical lines corresponding to
the smallest and largest slope of the lines in L can be added to bound D∗). Since the only step of the algorithm in [16]
Fig. 1. A duality transform for counting lines.
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centered at q and intersecting k lines of L, for any integer 1 k  ( n2 ) (the parametric search part is essentially the
same as that for selecting vertices in arrangements, see [11, p. 687]). This implies the kth closest line from q can be
found in O(n log2 n) time.
Following the steps above and a slightly different parametric searching algorithm, an O(n log2 n) time solution for
computing the kth closest line has appeared in [2]. They also suggest it is possible to report the k closest lines from q ,
in sorted order of distance, in O((n + k) logn) time but without giving a formal proof.
A number of related proximity problems with geometric constraints have been addressed in [7]. Some other fun-
damental problems involving only lines and points have been elegantly solved very recently [17,18].
1.2. Results
With S a set of n points in the plane, we present the following results:
• We give O(n logn) time, O(n) space algorithms for computing the closest line segment and the closest line from
a point q among the line segments and lines spanned by S. The algorithms are optimal in the algebraic decision
tree model.
• We give O(n logn) time, O(n) space algorithms for computing the farthest line segment and the farthest line
from q among the line segments and lines spanned by S. The algorithms are optimal in the algebraic decision tree
model.
• We present a randomized algorithm for computing the kth closest line from q that runs in O(n logn) time and
O(n) space, and show how to report the k closest lines from q in O(n logn + k) time and O(n + k) space.
• We show how to use our technique for computing the closest line to find the minimum and maximum area triangles
anchored at q in O(n logn) time, O(n) space, which is optimal in the algebraic decision tree model.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the closest line problem. The farthest line problem
is addressed in Section 3. In Section 4 and Section 5 we discuss the closest and farthest line segment problems,
respectively. In Section 6 we show how to use our general approach for solving the problems above to compute the
minimum and maximum area anchored triangles. In Section 7 we discuss how to compute the k-closest line and how
to report the k closest lines from q . We conclude the paper in Section 8.
2. Closest line from point
Let lab denote the line through two points a and b in the plane. When a and b correspond to some points pi,pj ∈ S
we use the notation lij instead of lpipj . Let L be the set of lines defined by the n-point set S. Two lines in L define a
pair of double-wedges at their intersection point. We say that a double-wedge is acute if the angle between its defining
lines is no greater than π/2. Thus, at least one of the two double-wedges defined by any two lines in L is acute. Let
pi and pj be the points defining the closest line to q .
Lemma 1. The acute double-wedge defined by lij and lpiq and the acute double-wedge defined by lij and lpj q do not
contain any point of S.
Proof. We make the proof by contradiction. Consider any one of these two acute double-wedges, say the double
wedge with apex pi . Any line in this double wedge intersects with the disk centered at q and tangent to the line lij .
Thus, if there exits a point pk ∈ S inside the double wedge then the line lik is closer to q than lij (see Fig. 2). 
We use the property in Lemma 1 to find the closest line from q . A direct consequence of this lemma is that the acute
double-wedge at pi (and similarly, the acute double-wedge at pj ) separates the points of S \ {pi} into two subsets,
such that the line lij is tangent to the convex hull of one of the two subsets. We have the following result.
Theorem 1. Given a set S of n points in the plane and another point q /∈ S, the closest line from q defined by a pair of
points in S can be found in O(n logn) time, using O(n) space, which is optimal in the algebraic decision tree model.
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Fig. 3. Two cases for updating the convex hulls at iteration i + 1.
Proof. To find the closest line, we first sort the points in S around q by the slope of the lines lpiq , i = 1,2, . . . , n. Let
the points {p1,p2, . . . , pn} correspond to this sorted order.
We use an iterative algorithm, starting with the line of smallest slope, lp1q . This line separates S \ {p1} into two
subsets, S11 and S
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1 , respectively. Assume we
are done with iteration i. At the (i + 1)th iteration we consider the line lpi+1q and find the closest line to q defined
by pi+1. The line lpi+1q partitions the set of points in S \ {pi+1} into two subsets, S1i+1 and S2i+1. With the convex
hulls CH(S1i ) and CH(S
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i+1) and CH(S2i+1) can be obtained by a constant number of
insert/delete operations on CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ).
There are two cases as illustrated in Fig. 3: (1) S1i+1 = S1i \ {pi+1} and S2i+1 = S2i ∪ {pi} (resp., S2i+1 = S2i \ {pi+1}
and S1i+1 = S1i ∪{pi}) or (2) S2i+1 = S2i \{pi+1}∪{pi} and S1i+1 = S1i (resp., S1i+1 = S1i \{pi+1}∪{pi} and S2i+1 = S2i ).
Using the dynamic planar convex hull data structure in [3], the insert/delete operations at pi+1 require O(logn)
amortized time. After that, the same data structure can be used to compute in O(logn) time the tangents from pi+1
to CH(S1i+1) and CH(S2i+1), and the point pj ∈ S \ {pi+1} defining the closest line from q through pi+1 is one of the
four tangency points. Adding up over the O(n) iterations, results in a total of O(n logn) time and O(n) space. On the
other hand, a worst case time lower bound of (n logn) has been proven in [2]. 
3. Farthest line from point
We now consider the farthest line from point version. Let L be the set of lines defined by the n-point set S. From
the discussion in Section 1 it follows that the disk centered at q and tangent to the farthest line of L from q intersects
all other lines in L. Consider a point pi ∈ S and let l⊥piq be the line through pi and orthogonal to the line lpiq , defined
by pi and q .
Observation 1. The farthest line from q through pi has nonempty intersection with the disk centered at q and tangent
to l⊥piq .
Observation 2. When rotating a line li through pi by 180◦, starting from l⊥piq , the distance from q to li is a unimodal
function, that decreases from d(q, l⊥piq) to zero and then increases to d(q, l
⊥
piq
), where d(q, l) denotes the minimum
Euclidean distance from the point q to the line l.
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The line l⊥piq partitions S \ {pi} into two subsets S1i and S2i . If the convex hulls CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ) of these
two subsets are available, we can compute the tangents from pi to CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ) and the point pj ∈ S \ {pi}
defining the farthest line from q through pi is one of the four tangency points (see Fig. 4).
Theorem 2. Given a set S of n points in the plane and another point q /∈ S, the farthest line from q defined by a pair
of points in S can be found in O(n logn) time and O(n) space, which is optimal in the algebraic decision tree model.
Proof. For each pi ∈ S, 1  i  n, we compute the Euclidean distance from q to pi , and then sort the points in S
in increasing order of their distance from q . Let the points in S be in this order. We next compute the distance
from q to the line l12, defined by p1 and p2, and proceed iteratively as follows. At the beginning of the ith iteration,
assume the farthest line from q defined by the points {p1,p2, . . . , pi−1} has been computed and the convex hull
CH(p1,pi−1) of these points is available. In the ith iteration, we compute the farthest line from q defined by pi and
a point pk ∈ {p1,p2, . . . , pi−1} by finding the two tangent lines from pi to CH(p1,pi−1), since pi /∈ CH(p1,pi−1).
We then update CH(p1,pi−1) to CH(p1,pi). Using the linear space dynamic convex hull data structure in [3], these
operations can be performed in O(logn) amortized time. Adding up over the O(n) iterations, the total time to find the
farthest line of L from q is O(n logn) and the space for the associated data structures is O(n). The optimality follows
by reduction from the one-dimensional closest pair problem which has an (n logn) lower bound in the algebraic
decision tree model [19]: given a set A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} of n nonnegative real numbers find the closest pair. We map
each ai to the line y = aix. Consider the set of n intersection points S = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} of these lines with the first
quadrant of the unit circle C, centered at the origin q of the coordinate system. Clearly, lij is the farthest line from q
spanned by S if and only if ai and aj correspond to the closest pair in A. 
4. Closest line segment from point
We now turn our attention to computing the closest line segment from q among the O(n2) line segments defined
by the points in S. Our idea for computing the closest line segment from q is similar to the one for computing the
closest line from q: for each point pi ∈ S, we find the closest line segment from q defined by pi and another point pj
of S \ {pi} that is a possible candidate for the closest line segment.
Let E denote the set of line segments defined by S. Let d(q,pi) denote the Euclidean distance from q to pi ,
and let d(q,pipj ) denote the minimum Euclidean distance from q to the line segment pipj , pi,pj ∈ S. Let dmin =
min{d(q,pipj ) | pi,pj ∈ S} be the distance from q to its closest line segment.
Lemma 2. Let pmin ∈ S be the closest point to q . Then dmin  d(pmin, q).
Let Cmin be the circle centered at q and of radius d(pmin, q). From Lemma 2 it follows that we can ignore all line
segments of E that do not intersect Cmin. Clearly, the radius of Cmin can be computed in O(n) time.
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Consider a point pi ∈ S. Without loss of generality, assume lqpi is vertical and pi is above q (see Fig. 5). The line
lqpi separates the points in S \ {pi} in two subsets. Let S1i be the set of points to the left of lqpi , and let S2i be the set of
points to the right of lqpi . Consider the points in S1i (for the points in S2i the analysis is similar). Let CH(S1i ) denote
the convex hull of S1i , and consider finding the closest line segment from q among those in the set Ei , defined by pi
and another point in S1i .
Lemma 3. If a line segment pipk , pk ∈ S1i , intersects Cmin and all the points in S1i \ {pk} are above the line lik then
pipk is the closest line segment from q among those in Ei .
Proof. Since pipk intersects Cmin, d(q,pipk) < dmin. Consider a line segment pipj , (pj ∈ S1i , pj = pk). If pipj
has empty intersection with Cmin (see Fig. 5(a)), then d(q,pipj ) > dmin > d(q,pipk). If pipj intersects Cmin (see
Fig. 5(b)), then let x be the orthogonal projection point of q to pipj , that is |qx| = d(q,pipj ). Then, qx must intersect
pipk at some point y, and d(q,pipj ) = d(q, x) > d(q, y)  d(q,pipk). Note that pk cannot be inside Cmin since
there are no points of S inside Cmin. Thus, pipk is the closest line segment of Ei from q . 
Lemma 4. (1) If CH(S1i ) does not intersect Cmin then either pi is not an endpoint of the closest line segment of E
from q or the closest line segment of Ei from q is tangent to CH(S1i ).
(2) If CH(S1i ) intersects with Cmin, let ei be the closest edge to q among those edges of CH(S1i ) that have nonempty
intersection with Cmin. Then the only possible candidates for the closest line segment from q are ei and the tangent
line segments from pi to CH(S1i ).
Proof. For case (1), let the tangent line segments from pi to CH(S1i ) have the other endpoints at pa and pb, respec-
tively, and assume that pb is above the line lia (see Fig. 6). If the line segment pipa does not intersect with Cmin then
no line segment in Ei intersects with Cmin. According to Lemma 2, the closest line segment of E from q is not in Ei
(see Fig. 6(a)). If the line segment pipa intersects Cmin then according to Lemma 3 pipa is the closest line segment
of Ei to q , since the endpoints of the other line segments in Ei are above the line lia (see Fig. 6(b)).
For case (2), let pcpd be the edge ei (see Fig. 7). Let the tangent line segments from pi to CH(S1i ) have the other
endpoints at pa and pb , respectively, and assume that pb is above the line lia . If pipa intersects Cmin then all the other
line segments in Ei have the endpoint that is different from pi above the line lia and according to Lemma 3 pipa
is the closest line segment of Ei from q (see Fig. 7(a)). If pipa does not intersect with Cmin then all the points of
(S1i ∪ {pi}) \ {pc,pd} are above the line lcd . This implies the line segment pcpd is closer to q than any line segment
in Ei and thus we can ignore Ei . 
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Fig. 7. (a) pipa intersects Cmin and (b) pipa does not intersect Cmin.
Corollary 1. The closest line segment pipj of E from q is tangent to CH(S1i ) or CH(S2i ).
Proof. Without loss of generality assume pi is vertically above q , pj is to the left of the line lqpi , and d(q,pi) <
d(q,pj ). Then, we only need to consider CH(S1i ). If pi is the closest point from q on the closest line segment of E
from q then any of the two tangents from pi to CH(S1i ) is a closest line segment and we are done. Otherwise, the
closest line segment pipj must intersect Cmin. Let pa and pb be the endpoints of the two tangent line segments
from pi to CH(S1i ), with pb above the line lia (thus, only pa is of interests, see Fig. 8). Assume pa = pj . Then, either
pipa does not intersect Cmin, in which case papj is closer to q than pipj , a contradiction, or it intersects Cmin and
thus pipa is closer to q than pipj , again a contradiction. 
Our algorithm to find closest line segment of E from q is as follows.
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CLS(q, S)
1: Find the closest point pmin ∈ S from q.
2: Let dmin = d(q,pmin).
3: Set the closest line segment to any line segment of E that has pmin as
one endpoint.
4: Sort the points of S around q, according to the slopes of the lines lqpi ,
i = 1,2, . . . , n. Let S correspond to this sorted order.
5: for i = 1 to n do
6: Construct (the data structure for) CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ).
7: Find the four tangent line segments from pi to CH(S1i ) and CH(S
2
i ),
compute the distance from q to these line segments, and update dmin
and the closest line segment from q if needed.
8: end for
Correctness. From Corollary 1 we know that the closest line segment of E from q is one of the tangent line
segments from some pi ∈ S to CH(S1i ) or CH(S2i ). The algorithm above checks all these cases and thus it outputs the
closest line segment of E from q .
Time complexity. Lines 1–4 take O(n logn) time altogether. In the for loop, once the data structures for CH(S11)
and CH(S21) are constructed [3], each update for CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ), i = 2,3, . . . , n, is done as in Section 2,
and thus takes O(logn) time. The tangent line segments from pi to CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ) can also be computed in
O(logn) time [3]. Then, the for loop takes O(n logn) time. Adding up, the overall time complexity of the algorithm
is O(n logn). The space usage is O(n). The optimality of this result follows directly from the lower bound proof for
lines in [2].
Theorem 3. Given a set S of n points in the plane, and another point q , the closest line segment from q among the
O(n2) line segments defined by the points in S can be found in O(n logn) time, using O(n) space, which is optimal in
the algebraic decision tree model.
5. Farthest line segment from point
Our approach for computing the farthest line segment from q is similar to the one for computing the closest line
segment. For each point pi ∈ S, we find the farthest line segment from q defined by pi and another point pj in S \{pi}
that is a possible candidate for the farthest line segment.
Consider a point pi ∈ S. Without loss of generality, assume pi is vertically above q . The line lpiq , defined by pi
and q , separates the points in S \ {pi} into two subsets. Let S1 be the set of points to the left of lpiq , and let S2 be thei i
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set of points to the right of lpiq . Consider the points in S1i (for the points in S2i the analysis is similar). Let CH(S1i )
denote the convex hull of S1i , and consider finding the farthest line segment from q among those in the set Ei , defined
by pi and another point in S1i . Let l⊥piq be the line orthogonal to lpiq at pi . The lines lpiq and l
⊥
piq
divide the plane into
four regions: upper left, upper right, bottom left, and bottom right denoted as ULi , URi , BLi , and BRi , respectively.
Let Ci be the circle having the line segment piq as a diameter (see Fig. 9).
Observation 3. The farthest line segment from q , having pi as an endpoint, has nonempty intersection with the closed
disk bounded by Ci .
Observation 4. If there is a point pa ∈ S1i with pa in ULi then pipa is a farthest line segment of Ei from q . Then, it
suffices to consider the point pa ∈ ULi with pipa tangent to CH(S1i ).
Observation 4 implies that if there is a point of S1i in ULi then we only need to consider the tangent line segments
from pi to CH(S1i ). Then, in the remaining of this section, we address the case when CH(S
1
i ) ⊂ BLi .






Proof. There are four cases:
(1) The line segment papb does not intersect Ci . Without loss of generality, assume the y-coordinate of pa is no
smaller than the y-coordinate of pb . There are two subcases:
(a) The point pa is above the line lib (see Fig. 10(a)). In this case, when a point r moves from pb to pa on
papb , the intersection of pir with the orthogonal line from q to pir moves towards pi on the semicircle
of Ci that is included in BLi . Then d(q,pir) monotonically increases when r moves from pb to pa and thus
d(q,pipb) d(q,pir) d(q,pipa).
(b) The point pa is below the line lib (see Fig. 10(b)). By an argument similar to the one above, d(q,pir)
monotonically decreases when r moves from pb to pa . Then, d(q,pipa) d(q,pir) d(q,pipb).
(2) The line segment papb is inside Ci . In this case, for any point r of papb , d(q,pir) = d(q, r). Since qr is in
the triangle defined by q , pa and pb , then d(q,pir) = d(q, r)  max{d(q,pa), d(q,pb)} = max{d(q,pipa),
d(q,pipb)}.
(3) The line segment papb intersects Ci at a point f and one of pa , pb is outside Ci and the other one is inside Ci .
Without loss of generality, assume pa is inside Ci and pb is outside Ci . There are three subcases:
(a) The y-coordinate of pa is no smaller than the y-coordinate of pb and pa is above the line lib . Then, for
any point r on papb , pir has nonempty intersection with qpa . Since d(q,pipa) = d(q,pa) it results that
d(q,pir) d(q,pipa).
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Fig. 11. papb intersects Ci at one point.
(b) The y-coordinate of pa is no smaller than the y-coordinate of pb and pa is below the line lib (see Fig. 11(a)).
Then, d(q,pif )  d(q,pir)  d(q,pipb) when r ∈ pbf , and d(q,pir)  max{d(q,pipa), d(q,pipf )}
when r ∈ fpa , which implies that d(q,pir)max{d(q,pipa), d(q,pipb)} for any r ∈ papb .
(c) The y-coordinate of pb is larger than the y-coordinate of pa (see Fig. 11(b)). Note that pa must be below
the line lib . Then, using arguments similar to those above for r ∈ pbf and r ∈ fpa we have d(q,pir) 
max{d(q,pipa), d(q,pipb)} for any r ∈ papb .
(4) The line segment papb intersects Ci in two points f and g, and thus pa and pb are outside Ci (see Fig. 12).
Without loss of generality, assume the y-coordinate of pa is no smaller than the y-coordinate of pb . In this
case, d(q,pipb)  d(q,pir)  d(q,pig) when r ∈ pbg, d(q,pig)  d(q,pir)  d(q,pif ) when r ∈ gf , and
d(q,pif ) d(q,pir) d(q,pipa) when r ∈ fpa , which implies that d(q,pir) d(q,pipa) for any r ∈ papb .
Thus, in all four cases above we have d(q,pir)max{d(q,pipa), d(q,pipb)}. 
Lemma 6. If all points of S1i are in BLi then for any point pa ∈ S1i that is inside CH(S1i ) there is some vertex pb of
CH(S1i ) such that d(q,pipa) d(q,pipb).
Proof. The line segment pipa intersects CH(S1i ) since pa is inside CH(S
1
i ). Let f be the intersection point and let
pcpd be the edge of CH(S1i ) intersected by pipa . Then d(q,pipa) d(q,pif ). According to Lemma 5, we have that
d(q,pif )max(d(q,pipc), d(q,pipd)). Therefore, we obtain d(q,pia)max{d(q,pipc), d(q,pipd)}. 
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From Lemma 6 it follows that we only need to consider the vertices of CH(S1i ). Let pa and pb be the two vertices
of CH(S1i ) such that the lines lia and lib are tangent to CH(S
1
i ). Without loss of generality, assume pa is above lib .
The line lab separates CH(S1i ) into two parts: an upper convex hull UCH(S
1
i ) which is inside the triangle defined
by pi , pa , and pb , and a lower convex hull LCH(S1i ), which is outside that triangle. The corollary below follows from
Lemma 6.
Corollary 2. If CH(S1i ) ⊂ BLi then for any vertex pd of LCH(S1i ) there is some vertex pc of UCH(S1i ) such that
d(q,pipd) d(q,pipc).
From Corollary 2 it follows that we can ignore the vertices of LCH(S1i ), since the farthest line segment of Ei
from q is defined by pi and a vertex of UCH(S1i ) ∪ {pa,pb}.
Lemma 7. Let CH(S1i ) ⊂ BLi , and let pj be a vertex of UCH(S1i ) such that pipj is the farthest line segment of Ei
from q . Then, either the line lij is tangent to CH(S2j ) or Ei can be ignored since it does not contain the farthest line
segment of E from q .
Proof. Assume URi ∩ S = ∅ and let pk ∈ URi ∩ S be such that the line lik is tangent to CH(S2i ). In this case, pipj
can be ignored since d(q,pipk) d(q,pipj ), and thus Ei does not contain the farthest line segment of E from q .
Then, assume that URi ∩ S = ∅. Since pipj is the farthest line segment of Ei from q , it results that there are no
points of S in the region above the upper envelope (bold dashed line in Fig. 13) of the lines lqpj and lij . This implies
that lj i is tangent to CH(S2j ) at pi , which concludes the proof. 
Our algorithm for finding the farthest line segment of E from q is as follows.
FLS(q, S)
1: Sort the points of S around q, according to the slopes of the lines lqpi ,
i = 1,2, . . . , n. Let S correspond to this sorted order.
2: Set dmax = 0.
3: for i = 1 to n do
4: Construct (the data structure for) CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ).
5: Find the four tangent line segments from pi to CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ),
compute the distance from q to these line segments, and update dmax
and the farthest line segment from q if needed.
6: end for
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Correctness: From Lemmas 4 and 7, it follows that the farthest line segment of E from q is one of the tangent
line segments from some pi ∈ S to CH(S1i ) or CH(S2i ), i ∈ {1,2, . . . , n}. The algorithm above computes the distance
from q to all these tangent line segments and thus it outputs the farthest line segments of E from q .
Time complexity: Line 1 takes O(n logn) time. In the for loop, once the data structures for CH11 and CH
2
1 are
constructed [3], each update for CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ), i = {1,2, . . . , n}, is done as in Section 2 and thus it takes
O(logn) time. The tangent line segments from pi to CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ) can also be computed in O(logn) time [3].
Then, the for loop takes O(n logn) time overall and the total time complexity of the algorithm is O(n logn). The space
usage is O(n). The proof of optimality is the same as for the farthest line problem in Section 3, with lines replaced by
line segments.
Theorem 4. Given a set S of n points in the plane and another point q , the farthest line segment from q among the
O(n2) line segments defined by the points in S can be found in O(n logn) time, using O(n) space, which is optimal in
the algebraic decision tree model.
6. Minimum (maximum) area anchored triangle
In this Section we present a simple solution for computing the minimum and maximum area triangles defined by
an anchor point q with the points in S. Without loss of generality we assume q /∈ S.
For any pi ∈ S, the line lpiq separates the points in S \ {pi, q} into two subsets S1i and S2i . Consider finding the
minimum (maximum) area anchored triangle defined by q , pi , and another point pmin (pmax) of S1i . Since the base
of the triangle piq is fixed, pmin (pmax) must be the point in S1i which is the closest (farthest) point to the line lpiq .
Then, the extremal points of S in the direction orthogonal to lpiq correspond to pmin and pmax.
Theorem 5. Given a set S of n points and an anchor point q (possibly in S), the minimum (maximum) area triangle
defined by q with S \ {q} can be found in O(n logn) time and O(n) space, which is optimal in the algebraic decision
tree model.
Proof. To find the minimum (maximum) area triangle, we first sort the points in S around q by the slope of the lines
lpiq , i = 1,2, . . . , n. Let the points {p1,p2, . . . , pn} correspond to this sorted order. We use an iterative algorithm,





1 , respectively. Assume we are done with iteration i. At the beginning of the (i + 1)th iteration
we consider the line lpi+1q and find the minimum (maximum) area triangle defined by q , pi+1, and another point pmin
(pmax) of S1i+1. The convex hulls CH(S1i+1) and CH(S2i+2) of S1i+1 and S2i+1 can be obtained by a constant number of
insert/delete operations on CH(S1i ) and CH(S2i ), as in Section 2. Using the dynamic planar convex hull data structure
in [3], the insert/delete operations at pi+1 require O(logn) amortized time. The same data structure can be used to
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up over the O(n) iterations gives a total of O(n logn) time and O(n) space.
The optimality proof is similar to the one for the farthest line problem: reduce the element uniqueness problem for
a set A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} of n nonnegative real numbers to the minimum (maximum) area anchored triangle problem.
We map each ai to the line y = aix and consider the set of n intersection points S = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} of these lines
with the first quadrant of the unit circle C, centered at the origin q of the coordinate system. For the minimum area
anchored triangle, if two points pi and pj of S are identical then we set the area of the degenerate triangle defined
by q , pi , and pj to zero. Then, A has two equal numbers if and only if the area of the minimum area triangle anchored
at q is zero. For the maximum area anchored triangle, if two points pi and pj of S are identical then we set the area
of the degenerate triangle defined by q , pi , and pj to infinity. Then, A has two equal numbers if and only if the area
of the maximum area triangle anchored at q is infinite. 
7. Computing the kth closest line from a point
In this section we consider the problem of computing the kth closest line to a given point q and present an O(n logn)
time, O(n) space algorithm. Our algorithm is randomized and the running time bound holds with high probability.
As in the previous sections, we let L denote the set of O(n2) lines defined by the n-element point set S. The
algorithm employs parametric search for the distance dk from q to the kth closest line of L. Clearly there are O(n2)
distance values to select from. The parametric search maintains a half-open interval I = [dmin, dmax) that contains dk .
Let LI be the set of lines of L whose distance from q lies in this interval. We also maintain the number nmin of lines
of L whose distance from q is less than dmin. Thus, the problem reduces to finding the (k − nmin)th closest line of LI .
Initially I = [0,∞) and nmin = 0. The algorithm contracts this interval through a sequence of stages. We will show
that the expected number of stages is a constant.
Consider the problem in its dual setting, by mapping the n points of S into a planar arrangement of n lines. The set
of lines of L that lie within a given distance from q are in 1–1 correspondence with the set of arrangement vertices
that lie within a region bounded by two branches of a hyperbola [2]. It follows that the lines of LI correspond to
arrangement vertices that lie within the set-theoretic difference of two such regions, that is, a region bounded by the
four branches of two disjoint hyperbolas. (This region has two connected components.) Each dual line intersects the
boundary of this region at most four times. Mount and Netanyahu [16] showed that by an analysis of the order of these
O(n) intersection points, it is possible in O(n logn) time to count, sample, and enumerate the arrangement vertices
lying in this region. (Their result holds for planar shapes bounded by a constant number of algebraic curves of bounded
degree.) Their result is summarized in Lemma 8.
Lemma 8 (Mount and Netanyahu [16]). Consider a planar point set S, a point q , and a distance interval I =
[dmin, dmax).
(i) It is possible to count the number of lines of LI in O(n logn) time.
(ii) It is possible to enumerate the lines of LI in O(n logn + |LI |) time.
(iii) One can find a random sample of LI of size O(n) in O(n logn) time.
All of the above algorithms use O(n) working space.
We now provide the main probabilistic tool. Suppose we are looking for the mth smallest element of a set of size N .
If we sample r elements at random from this set, the expected number of elements whose value does not exceed m
is clearly rm/N . By a straightforward application of the Chernoff bounds [10], we have the following probability
bounds on this number. (See [15] for a proof.)
Lemma 9. Let R be a set of r randomly and independently sampled elements of {1, . . . ,N}. For m ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, let
m′ = rm/N . Then
Pr
(∣∣∣∣R ∩ {1, . . . ,m}∣∣− m′∣∣ > c√r ) 2 exp(−c2/2).
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from q lies within the current distance interval. Let N denote this number. If N = O(n), then part (ii) is invoked to
enumerate these lines, and the element of the desired rank is returned as the answer. Otherwise, we invoke part (iii)
of the lemma to compute a random sample of size r = n of LI . From the above discussion, we know that m′ =
r(k − nmin)/N is the expected number of elements of the sample whose value does not exceed dk . We select from the
sample the elements d ′min and d ′max of respective ranks m′ − 3
√
n and m′ + 3√n.
Now, by applying Lemma 9 it follows that with probability roughly 1/2, the contracted interval I ′ = [d ′min, d ′max)
contains dk , and the number of remaining lines in this distance interval is at most 11N/
√
n. (See [15] or [9] for details.)
These conditions can be tested by applying Lemma 8(i) to count the number of lines in the intervals [dmin, d ′min) and[d ′min, d ′max). If either of these conditions fail, we repeat the process with a new random sample. After a constant
number of attempts on average, both conditions will be satisfied, and so we have a new interval I ′ containing dk
and with at most 11N/
√
n remaining lines. We can also update the value of nmin based on these counts. Initially
N = O(n2), and so after two successful stages, the number of remaining candidate lines decreases to O(n), after
which enumeration is applied to obtain the final answer. By Lemma 8, all of the computations described here can be
performed in O(n logn) time and O(n) space.
Theorem 6. Given a set S of n points in the plane and a point q /∈ S, the kth closest line from q among the lines
defined by the points in S can be found in O(n logn) expected time, using O(n) space.
We can use this result to obtain an algorithm that reports the k closest lines from q . Let D be the disk centered
at q and tangent to the kth closest line. Then, only the k − 1 closest lines from q have nonempty intersection with
the interior of D. In the dual plane, using Balaban’s algorithm [1] we can report the intersections of the segments
between the corresponding branches of the hyperbola in O(n logn + k) time and O(n) space. Alternatively, we can
apply Lemma 8(ii) with I = [0, dk].
Theorem 7. Given a set S of n points in the plane and a point q /∈ S, the k closest lines from q among the lines defined
by the points in S can be reported in O(n logn + k) expected time, using O(n + k) space.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented optimal O(n logn) time, O(n) space algorithms for computing the closest and the
farthest line segments (lines) from q , among the line segments (lines) defined by a set S of n points in the plane. Our
algorithms exploit the dynamic planar convex hull data structure in [3] which supports extreme point queries in a given
direction and tangent queries through a given point in O(logn) time each. We then showed how to use our approach
to find the minimum (maximum) area anchored triangle in optimal O(n logn) time and O(n) space. We concluded
by presenting an O(n logn + k) time, O(n + k) space solution for reporting the k closest lines from a given point; to
obtain this result we first showed how to compute the kth closest line from q in O(n logn) time and O(n) space.
With the exception of the solution for the k closest lines, all the algorithms in this paper can be easily implemented
once the data structure for the online convex hull is available, since the main operations performed are tangent line
queries on the convex hull through a given point or in a given direction. Moreover, since the insertions, deletions
and queries performed by our algorithms are known in advance, one can use the off-line dynamic convex hull data
structure in [12], which is simpler than the online version in [3], although the time and space complexities are the
same.
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